
EMTALA and OB 

Issues



Welcome and Background

▪Chris Clarke, RN, Sr. VP Clinical Services, THA
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Background

▪Several TN hospitals cited for OB EMTALA over the 
past year -18 months

▪Citations focused primarily on the role of the RN in 
the medical screening exam 

▪Region 4 CMS opinion that TN Scope of Practice 
for Registered Nurses prohibits medical diagnosis 
and therefore RN can not do Medical Screening 
Exam for purposes of EMTALA. Therefore, requires 
a face to face evaluation by the physician in their 
opinion
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Background and Steps to Address
▪ THA consulted with legal counsel and TN Dept. of 

Health and Board of Nursing

▪ THA sent a memo out outlining the issue so it would be 
on the radar screen of hospitals

▪ THA sponsors an all day EMTALA seminar and does a 
three part web based webinar that covers all 68 pages 
of the EMTALA regulation

▪ THA and member representatives met with CMS 
leadership in Washington 
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Background and Steps to Address

▪THA worked with the board of nursing to adopt a 
position statement last May stating that assessment 
of the pregnant woman for labor was within the 
scope of practice

▪THA successfully introduced legislation to amend 
the nurse practice act specific to this issue with 
broad support from medical and nursing 
organizations.

▪THA sends out memo on the updated Nurse 
Practice Act, PC 12
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Implementation Guidance 

▪Today, we want to provide detailed guidance on the 
EMTALA requirements and considerations for 
hospitals that perform obstetrical services as you 
update and reassess your policies and your 
procedures.
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Speaker

▪ Sue Dill Calloway RN, Esq. 
CPHRM, CCMSCP, CCMSCP

▪ AD, BA, BSN, MSN, JD

▪ President of Patient Safety and 
Education

▪ 5447 Fawnbrook Lane

▪ Dublin, Ohio 43017

▪ 614 791-1468 (Call with Questions, No emails)

▪ sdill1@columbus.rr.com
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What was the problem?

http://www.outpatientsurgery.net/did-you-see-this/2017/04/depuy-synthes-johnson-and-johnson-institute-outpatient-learning-journey-courses


What was the Problem?
▪ In Tennessee there were several hospitals cited for 

EMTALA regarding OB patients

▪The question involved was what is the scope of 
practice for a RN in assessing a patient who is 
pregnant who comes to the hospital

▪The federal EMTALA law requires that an 
appropriate medical screening exam (MSE) be 
done to determine if the patient is in an emergency 
medical condition (EMC)

▪CMS talks about what should be assessed for 
pregnant women
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What was the Problem?
▪The medical records must show evidence that the 

medical screening examination (MSE) included the 
following:

▪ Ongoing evaluation of fetal heart tones,

▪ Regularity and duration of uterine contractions,

▪ Fetal position and station, 

▪Cervical dilation,

▪ And status of the membranes, i.e., ruptured, 
leaking, intact. 
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What was the Problem?
▪CMS requires that the exam be done by an 

individual who is determined to be qualified by the 
hospital bylaws or rules and regulations (R/R)

▪The designation of the qualified medical personnel 
(QMP) should be set forth in a document approved 
by the board

▪So some hospitals were allowing nurses to do the 
initial exam without any policies and procedure, 
board documents, or provision in the bylaws or R/R

▪There were no documents that discussed who was 
competent or trained to perform a MSE
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What was the Problem?
▪Many Tennessee hospitals would have the OB RN 

do an assessment of the pregnant patient and then 
contact or call the physician or provide and rely the 
results of the assessment

▪The issue was raised whether the obstetrical 
screenings done by a qualified nurse exceeded the 
scope of practice under the nurse practice act

▪The Tennessee Nurse Practice Act, Section 63-7-
103,  says that a nurse (other than an advanced 
practice nurse) may not perform medical 
diagnosis or develop a medical plan of care.
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What was the solution?
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What was the Solution?
▪The Tennessee Board of Nursing and the 

Tennessee legislature works with THA

▪The Nurse Practice Act (NPA) was amended as 
Public Chapter 12

▪ It was signed into law by Governor Bill Lee SB 317

▪ It states that the a qualified RN is not precluded 
from determining whether a patient presenting to 
the hospital has an emergency medical condition 
(EMC) if this is made pursuant to three things
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What was the Solution?
▪First, there needs to be a cooperative working 

relationship with a physician

▪ For example, the RN assesses the patient and 
immediately calls or contacts the physician

▪Second, the hospital needs protocols that are jointly 
developed by the hospital’s medical and nursing 
leadership

▪ Note CMS says nursing leadership is more than the CNO

▪Third, the protocols must adopted by the hospital’s 
medical staff (which is usually the MEC) and board
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What was the Solution?
▪The statute also provided a definition of what is an 

emergency medical condition (EMC) which is also 
defined in the EMTALA law

▪This is discussed in more detail later but the 
following is what is contained in the Tennessee law
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What is an EMC?
▪An EMC means:

▪A medical condition manifesting itself by acute 
symptoms of sufficient severity, including severe 
pain, such that the absence of immediate medical 
attention could reasonably be expected to result in:

▪ Placing the health of the individual or, with respect 
to a pregnant woman, the health of the woman or 
the woman’s unborn child, in serious jeopardy

▪ Serious impairment to bodily function

▪ Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part and
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What is an EMC?
▪With respect to a pregnant woman who is having 

contractions:

▪That there is adequate time to effect a safe 
transfer to another hospital before delivery; or

▪That transfer may pose a threat to the health or 
safety of the woman or the woman’s unborn child; 
and

▪A qualified RN who possesses the skills and 
competency to make a determination of the 
existence of a specified EMC of a patient presenting 
to the hospital
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What was the Solution?
▪A qualified RN is defined in the law

▪A qualified RN is defined to mean a RN who has 
been approved by the hospital board, based on the 
recommendations of hospital nursing leadership

▪So in summary:

▪Every hospital in Tennessee should be aware of 
this law

▪You want to cite this law in your EMTALA policy

▪You want to make sure all staff are aware of the 
EMTALA policy
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What the Hospital Needs to do
▪You need a protocol that is developed by MEC and 

nursing leadership

▪ Remember CMS says nursing leadership is more than just 
the CNO. It would include the department directors or 
managers such as the OB nurse manager and the ED 
nurse manager 

▪ Also remember that CMS has requirements in the hospital 
CoPs that address requirements of  protocols

▪ For example, Tag 457 says all protocols must be reviewed 
on an annual basis, that all protocols must be entered into 
the medical record, protocols must be signed off, dated 
and timed
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What the Hospital Needs to do
▪The hospital must determine that the nurse is both 

educated and competent

▪ Many hospitals do a similar process like credentialing

▪ One hospital requires all RNs in order to be qualified 
to have one year of OB experience

▪ They require successful passage of two course and 
one includes a fetal monitoring course

▪ The nurse completes a form and once verified it is 
then approved by the MEC and then the board

▪ The OB unit has a current list of qualified RNs
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What the Hospital Needs to do
▪Remember the EMTALA law also requires:

▪A section in the medical staff bylaws and R/R to 
allow a qualified RN or QMP to do a MSE

▪That it is approved by the board in a document 
that defines what is a qualified RN which is 
defined in the statute

▪The policies should be written so that staff can 
understand them

▪Policies should be consistent with the EMTALA law 
and OIG requirements
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What the Hospital Needs to do
▪Many hospitals will direct a pregnant woman over 

20 weeks gestation with pregnancy related medical 
conditions to labor and delivery

▪A licensed physician should be immediately 
available by telephone or available onsite

▪Consider annual education on EMTALA
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CMS EMTALA 

Requirements
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EMTALA is a Problematic Standard

▪Article found that 30% of all hospitals have violated 
EMTALA

▪Violations occur more frequently in hospitals with 
less than 100 beds (34%)

▪More violations in the southeast region

▪The three most common violations were failure to do 
MSE, not transferring patients properly, and the ED 
log

▪From 2016 to 2018 there were 34 patient deaths

▪Many related to OB claims
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www.beckershospitalreview.com/patient-flow/30-of-
hospitals-have-violated-emtala-investigation-

finds.html?origin=qualitye&utm_source=qualitye



EMTALA Data on 

Deficiencies
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http://go.questexweb.com/hQBnb4Q0gM0009eNu010FUF


Access to Hospital Complaint Data
▪CMS issued Survey and Certification memo on 

March 22, 2013 regarding access to hospital 
complaint data

▪ Includes acute care and CAH hospitals 

▪ Does not include the plan of correction but can request

▪ Questions to bettercare@cms.hhs.com

▪This is the CMS 2567 deficiency data and lists the 
tag numbers

▪ Updated quarterly

▪ Available under downloads on the hospital website at www.cms.gov
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Updated Deficiency Data Reports
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▪www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-
Certification/CertificationandComplianc/Hospitals.html
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Deficiencies                 January 9, 2019

Tag 2400  Compliance with 

EMTALA 489.24

1,253

Tag 2401 Receiving 

Inappropriate Transfer

19

Tag 2402 Posting Signs 258

Tag 2403 Maintain MR 43

Tag 2404 On call physician 197 
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Deficiencies, January 9, 2019

Tag 

2405

ED Log 438

2406 MSE 1,040

2407 Stabilization Treatment 415

2408 Delay in Exam 102

2409 Appropriate Transfer 549

2410 Sp Capability & Lateral 

Transfers Whistleblower

1

2411 Recipient  Hospital 

Responsibility
149  Total 4,472
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CMS Surveyor Course on EMTALA



CMS Surveyor Training Website
▪ CMS has a surveyor training website

▪ Hospitals can also take the training classes and access 
webcasts and videos

▪ https://surveyortraining.cms.hhs.gov

▪ Click on “provider” and has user manual

▪ Has 13 hospital training courses and infection control

▪ Hospital basic training  part 1 and 2

▪ Has 28 hour EMTALA course

▪ There is a help desk to assist if you need assistance

▪ 855 791-8900 or cmstraininghelp@hendall.com

▪ Course catalog to see available resources
36



CMS Surveyor Training Website
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https://surveyortraining.cms.hhs.gov/



EMTALA and the OIG

http://go.questexweb.com/hQBnb4Q0gM0009eNu010FUF


EMTALA and the OIG

▪OIG issued final rules that became effective 
January 6, 2017

▪Published in the Federal Register

▪ 32 pages long

▪Changed the civil monetary penalty (CMP) or fine 
for violating the federal EMTALA law

▪Any additional questions contact Katie Arnholt at 
202 619-0335 Office of Counsel to the OIG

▪Also clarified liability under EMTALA
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EMTALA and the OIG
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www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/12/07/2016-28293/medicare-and-state-health-care-
programs-fraud-and-abuse-revisions-to-the-office-of-inspector



EMTALA and the OIG
▪ Published proposed rules on May 12, 2014 and 

received 27 comments and final Jan 6, 2017

▪ Clarified that there is a penalty for each violation

▪ OIG will review the facts and circumstances of a 
violation on a case by case basis

▪ This includes if there is a pattern 

▪ Have removed the section on mitigating factors when 
deciding how much to fine the hospital for an EMTALA 
violation

▪Will also look at if the hospital took appropriate 
action when it discovered an EMTALA violation
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EMTALA and the OIG
▪Clarified that an on-call physician who fails to show 

up within a  reasonable time when requested 
violates EMTALA and can be fined

▪Clarified this includes on-call physicians at hospitals 
with specialized capabilities

▪This includes where a patient may need to be 
transferred

▪ Including the on-call physician to accept the transfer 
when they have specialized capabilities

▪Will consider if CMS was notified in advance
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EMTALA and the OIG
▪Aggravating circumstances include:

▪ A request for proof of insurance prior to screening

▪ Request for payment prior to screening or treating

▪ Patient harm which could include premature 
discharge

▪OIG may fine a physician for making 
misrepresentation on the patient’s condition

▪Also discusses that a penalty may be 
assessed if the patient is kept there an 
unreasonable amount of time so the patient 
leaves
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History

▪In 1985, Congress enacts EMTALA which 
became effective in August 1, 1986

▪It has changed dramatically since the original 
law was enacted

▪Called the “genesis of EMTALA”, 

▪Note the word “ACTIVE” is not part of the 
name anymore

▪EMTALA or Emergency Medical Treatment 
and Labor Act
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Who are the Players?

▪CMS or the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services

▪OIG is the Office of Inspector General

▪QIO (Quality Improvement Organization)

▪State survey agencies (abbreviated SA 
and an example is the Department of 
Health)

▪In Ky it is the OIG



EMTALA Penalties
▪ It is especially important for physicians and 

hospitals to make sure they are in compliance with 
the federal EMTALA law

▪ The penalties have recently gone up significantly

▪ In fact, it more than doubled now

▪This is as a result of the Federal Civil Penalties 
Inflation Adjustment Act of 2015

▪From $50,000 to 103,139.00 for hospitals with 100 
beds or more and Feb 2017 inflation to 104,826

▪From 25,000 to $51,570 hospitals less than 100 
with Feb 2017 inflation to  $52, 414
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CMS EMTALA Website

▪CMS has a website that lists resources on 
this issue

▪ It includes CMS guidance to state survey 
agency directors and CMS regional offices

▪ Includes information about the Technical 
Advisory Group (TAG), complaint procedures, 
EMTALA survey and certification letters, 
transmittals, etc.

▪Available at http://www.cms.gov/EMTALA/



CMS EMTALA Website
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How to Keep Up with Changes
▪First, periodically check to see you have the most 

current  CoP manual and sign up to get the Federal 
Register1

▪Once a month go out and check the survey and 
certification website 2 

▪Once a month check the CMS transmittal 
page and see if new manual 3 

▪ Have one  or two person in your facility who has this 
responsibility

▪
1  http://www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendicestoc.pdf

▪ 2  http://www.cms.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp#TopOfPage

▪ 3 http://www.cms.gov/Transmittals
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Location of CMS Hospital CoP Manuals
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CMS  Hospital CoP Manuals address
www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendixtoc.pdf

Email questions to CMS at hospitalscg@cms.hhs.gov



EMTALA is Appendix V
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Policy & Memos to States and Regions

▪This is a very important website

▪Hospitals may want to have one person 
periodically check this, at least once a month

▪This is where new interpretive guidelines
are published

▪This is where new EMTALA memos are 
posted

▪http://www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGe
nInfo/PMSR/list.asp#TopOfPage



CMS Survey and Certification Website
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EMTALA Requirements

▪Do not delay a MSE to inquire about insurance 
or seek financial information first

▪Understand when patients can sign out AMA 
and what the hospital’s responsibility is

▪Understand the specialized capability 
requirements such as a hospital that does not 
have an OB department needs to send the 
hospital a transfer and they have beds and staff

▪Make sure the OB area has a sign as required
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IT'S THE LAW

IF YOU HAVE A MEDICAL EMERGENCY OR ARE IN
LABOR, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE,

within the capabilities of this hospital's staff
and facilities:

An appropriate Medical SCREENING EXAMINATION

Necessary STABILIZING TEATMENT
(including treatment for an unborn child) and, if necessary,

An appropriate TRANSFER to another facility
Even if YOU CANNOT PAY or DO NOT HAVE

MEDICAL INSURANCE
or

YOU ARE NOT ENTITLED TO MEDICARE OR MEDICAID
This hospital (DOES/DOES NOT) participate in the Medicaid Program



EMTALA Requirements
▪Hospitals are required to adopt an EMTALA policy 

which needs to comply with the EMTALA 
requirements

▪The OIG and CMS recommend training of all on-call 
physicians including OB physicians

▪Make sure the MSE is well documented in the 
medical record

▪Make sure the on-call physician shows up timely

▪Don’t forget to have a central log in OB
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Central Log  2405

▪A central log must kept on each individual 
who comes to the emergency department or 
OB seeking assistance

▪Can be paper or electronic log

▪Log has to include a number of things

▪Whether patient refused treatment or left 
AMA

▪Whether patient was transferred
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Central Log  2405

▪Must include if admitted, stabilized, 
transferred or discharged

▪Often hospitals will include other things such 
as a diagnosis, chief complaint, age,  and 
physician

▪Purpose is to track care provided to each 
individual

▪Must include or by reference, patient logs 
from other areas of the hospital considered 
DED (such as OB)



EMTALA Requirements
▪Make sure staff understand the MSE requirements 

under tag 2406
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MSE  2406
▪MSE is an ongoing process

▪ED Triage is not generally considered to be a MSE, 
OB triage may be done or a more comprehensive 
assessment (discussed later)

▪ It is a system of prioritizing when the patient will be seen 
by the physician or QMP (PA, NP)

▪MSE will be different depending on signs and 
symptoms

▪Patient who is 4 cm dilated is treated  differently 
than one who is 10 cm dilated and 100% effaced or 
a patient with preeclampsia
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Medical Screening Examination

▪The MSE must be adequate and appropriate 
(again will vary based on the patient’s 
condition, complaints and history except for 
pregnant women)

▪This means the same screening exam as all 
others presenting to the ED (same standard 
of care)

▪Request for MSE or treatment can be made 
by anyone, family member, squad, police, or 
bystander
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MSE of Pregnant Patients

▪For pregnant women having contractions, 
MSE includes at a minimum;

▪Ongoing evaluation of FHTs

▪Observation and recordation of the regularity 
and duration of uterine contractions

▪ Including fetal position and station 

▪ Including cervical dilation, status of 
membranes (leaking, intact, ruptured)
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MSE for Pregnant Patients
▪Most emergency departments direct women over 20 
weeks gestation with pregnancy related complaints 
to LD

▪Any doubt about the nature of the complaint, then 
can have ED nurse triage

▪Acceptable to CMS

▪If pregnant trauma patient, OB nurse should go to 
the ED to evaluate the patient

▪Make sure hospital has P&P and all staff in the ED 
and OB know the policy
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Labor Defined   2406

▪Labor is the process of childbirth beginning with 
the latent or early phases of labor and 
continuing through the delivery of the placenta

▪A woman is experiencing contractions is in true 
labor unless a physician, certified nurse-midwife, 
or other QMP, acting within his or her scope of 
practice, as defined in the hospital MS bylaws 
and State law

▪Certifies that, after a reasonable time of 
observation, the woman is in false labor
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Certification of False Labor

▪Physician or QMP have to examine patient to 
determine if EMC exists

▪True labor is an EMC?  (never defined in original 
statute as an EMC)

▪This means if the physician or QMP diagnoses that 
the woman is in false labor, then the  MD, QMP or 
nurse midwife is required to certify diagnosis before 
discharge

▪Woman experiencing contractions are in true labor 
unless MD, certified nurse midwife or  QMP acting 
within their scope of practice certifies that… woman 
is false labor after a reasonable time of observation
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Certification of False Labor

▪ If woman is in false labor, the MD, QMP or 
nurse midwife is required to certify diagnosis 
before discharge

▪And one of these individuals must  complete 
the certification of false labor

▪Can use stamp, sticker, or form

▪Can use CMS Memos to draft form (Sept 26, 2006 
Memo, S&C-06-32 and earlier memo January 16, 
2002 S&C-02-14)
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Certification of False Labor  Sample Form

▪CMS requires the certification of false labor.

▪ Section 489.24(B) defines what constitutes  labor.

▪ Labor is defined to mean the process of childbirth 
beginning with the latent or early phase of labor and 
continuing through the delivery of the placenta.

▪ A woman is experiencing contractions is in true labor 
unless a physician, certified nurse-midwife, or other 
qualified medical personnel acting within his or her 
scope of practice, as defined in the hospital medical 
staff bylaws and State law.

▪ Certifies that, after a reasonable time of observation, the 
woman is in false labor,
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Certification of False Labor Sample Form

▪ I hereby state that the patient has been 
examined for a reasonable time of observation 
and  certify that the patient is in false labor.

▪Name and title___________________

▪Date_________Time______________
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Born Alive law

▪Born-Alive Infants Protection Act of 2002, and CMS 
added to EMTALA interpretive guidelines under 
Tag 2406

▪CMS Issued April 22, 2005,  Reference S&C-05-
26, bulletin that advises state survey agencies that 
violations of this Act should be investigated as 
potential EMTALA  violations

▪Available at  
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo
/downloads/SCLetter05-26.pdf
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Born Alive Law

▪ Infant born and hospital would have to  be 
resuscitate if request made for MSE on infant’s 
behalf

▪ Infant is deemed an individual

▪ED and L&D meets the definition of DED and 
EMTALA applies

▪ If born else where on campus and the lay 
person standard that infant had EMC

▪ http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/cgi/content/full/116/4/e576
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Born Alive Law

▪ In complaint manual, has section updated 2013

▪Tells surveyor how to handle a complaint

▪Definition of person and individual under 1 USC 
8(a) it is clear that EMTALA is applicable to 
infant born alive

▪Does say if request was made on infant’s behalf 
or based on infant’s appearance that infant 
needed examination and treatment

▪ At 
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/itemdetail.asp?filterT
ype=dual,%20date&filterValue=2|yyyy&filterByDID=3&sortByDID=4&sortOrder=a
scending&itemID=CMS060362&intNumPerPage=10



Transfer of OB Patients
▪Sometimes it is the best interest of the patient to 

transfer them to another facility

▪CMS says: 

▪ In the case of a pregnant woman, is there 
inadequate time to affect a safe transfer to 
another hospital before delivery, or the transfer 
posed a threat to the health and safety of the 
woman or the unborn child

▪Only a physician can authorize a transfer and the 
transfer agreement
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Transfer of OB Patients
▪A qualified medical person (QMP) may sign the 

certification of benefits versus risks of a transfer 
only after consultation with a physician who agrees 
with the transfer

▪The physician must subsequently countersign the 
certification
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Resources



ACOG Hospital Based Triage of OB Patients

▪ACOG has a committee opinion on this

▪Hospital based OB units are urged to collaborate 
with the Emergency Department to establish 
guidelines for triage of pregnant patients

▪Recently developed, validated ob triage acuity tools 
may improve the quality and efficiency of care 

▪EMS should have guidelines and take the pregnant 
patient to the most appropriate facility

▪EMTALA requires a MSE to determine if a true 
emergency exists
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www.acog.org/Clinical-Guidance-and-Publications/Committee-
Opinions/Committee-on-Obstetric-Practice/Hospital-Based-Triage-of-

Obstetric-Patients



ACOG Hospital Based Triage of OB Patients

▪This might include pre-term labor, large abruptio 
placenta, seizure, preeclampsia, decreased fetal 
movement, etc.

▪A woman having contractions is not an emergency 
if there is adequate time for her safe transfer before 
delivery

▪ If the transfer would not pose a threat to mom or the baby

▪Elaborates on key principles in two books; 
Guidelines for Perinatal Care and Liability in Triage: 
Management of EMTALA Regulation and Common 
OB Risks
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ACOG Hospital Based Triage of OB Patients

▪Requirements include:

▪ Qualified person must do an appropriate MSE to 
determine if a EMC exits

▪ This person must be qualified and designated by hospital 
policy

▪ If an EMC exists then the patient must be stabilized

▪ If the patient is transferred the EMTALA requirements 
must be followed

▪ This includes transfer by qualified personnel and 
equipment and risks verses benefits must be considered

▪ Can’t delay MSE to ask about payment or insurance
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ACOG Hospital Based Triage of OB Patients

▪Best to have a separate triage area to do an initial a 
assessment and set a priority level

▪Can be done by RN, CNM, PA, NP, OB resident, or 
physician as designated by policy

▪Triage is followed by a complete evaluation by a 
healthcare provider with skills and training in the 
issues identified during triage

▪Should have  written guidelines on which is the 
appropriate unit based on gestational age, delivery 
status, symptoms, medical condition, and available 
medical staff
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ACOG Hospital Based Triage of OB Patients

▪For example: non-ob conditions such as highly 
transmissible infectious diseases like the flu in 
another area of the hospital

▪Trauma from a serious auto accident might be 
treated in the emergency department and ED uses 
5 level ESI level

▪Note that many hospitals send the patient who is 20 
weeks or more to the OB unit for their MSE, with 
exceptions

▪Several OB tools have been developed based on 
this model such as the MFTI
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For More Information
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AWHONN OB Triage and EMTALA
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https://nwhjournal.org/article/S1091-
5923(15)31181-X/fulltext
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1016/j.jmwh.
2005.07.006
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The End!  Questions???

▪ Sue Dill Calloway RN, Esq. 
CPHRM, CCMSCP, CCMSCP

▪ AD, BA, BSN, MSN, JD

▪ President of Patient Safety and 
Education

▪ 5447 Fawnbrook Lane

▪ Dublin, Ohio 43017

▪ 614 791-1468 (Call with Questions, No emails)

▪ sdill1@columbus.rr.com
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